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TES Bolometers: the good, the bad, and the 
hard to read-out.

● Thin-film thermal prorties are hard to control.

● SQUID readout is complicated and expensive.

● Limited dynamic range.

● Integration and testing is already a bottleneck.

PolarBear-2 module

● Sensitivity is determined by two parameters:
G(T), Tc.

● Heritage: ~106 person-hours already spent 
turning photons into CMB maps

The good:

The bad:
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The kinetic inductance effect

The DC case:
Cooper pairs carry charge without scattering.
Internal E fields are canceled.

The AC case:
Cooper pairs have momentum.
Acceleration leads to a phase shift between I and V.
This acts like an inductance!

At low temperature:
To 1st order, Lk is constant.
To 2nd order, Lk varies linearly with the number of pairs.

Phase shift leads to E field inside the conductor:
Non-zero resistance from quasiparticle currents
R also varies linearly with number of pairs
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The kinetic inductance detector: photon 
absorption breaks Cooper pairs, causes a 
frequency shift in a microwave resonator.

P1 P2

Some figures: Zmuidzinas group



Transmission line MKID: ¼ or ½ wavelength 
antenna-coupled microwave line

Image from Yates+13, A-MKID col.



Direct-absorbing lumped-element KID (LeKID): 
inductor is impedance matched absorber
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Resonator-bolometer or thermal KID (tKID): 
measure thermal pair-breaking

Image from Micelli group, ANL



Materials: we're limited by nature, but there are 
several attractive choices
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Aluminum: easy to make, well understood, and 
good enough for most applications.



Titanium-Nitride: high Qs, low readout 
frequencies, demonstrated performance.



Al multi-layers, novel materials.
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Board notes
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Once again, our hardware
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Readout hardware
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Multiplexing density / yield trade off

Figure based on Zmuidzinas internal memo

MUX density dominated by resonator collisions

Higher Q, better uniformity → more channels
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Fundamental sensitivity limits

All pair breaking detectors.
For ground based CMB case:

Background limit for all detectors
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Two Level System Noise: hard to predict a 
priori, but follows known scaling laws

Attributed to tunneling states in amorphous dielectrics with broad microwave energy spectra. 

Images: Zmuidzinas 12, J. Gao thesis

Semi-emperical model of Gao et al. agrees with observations: 
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Sensitivity engineering: Thomas Edison science

In principle Mattis-Bardeen equations (and other BCS scalings) 
provide a full description of KID responsivity, G-R noise, and amplifier 
noise terms.

In practice, this works pretty well for aluminum, but poorly for other 
materials.

Solution: Iterate.
1. Make a KID, strive for clean surfaces.
2. Measure NEP.
3. Adjust design based on approximate scaling laws*:

4. GOTO 1.

* In this case, for a resonator operating at a fixed fraction of 
bifurcation power in the linear-response regime.
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Microwave modeling

Analytic calculations: often better than your knowledge of film properties.

Analytic packages, e.g., WCALC – great for standard geometries, don't include kinetic 
undictance.

ADS – draw & evaluate version of analytic calculations. Superconductor properties are 
limited.

SuperMix – C library that handles non-linear superconducting properties well, but only for 
directly coupled circuits.

Sonnet – incredibly efficient planar circuit simulator, with explicit Lk inclusion. Thick film 
effects are okay, but slow.

HFSS – true 3D solver, works great for genuine 3D structures (and mm-wave antennas), 
but is incredibly slow.
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On-sky cameras

NIKA / NIKA2 (IRAM 2011-pres.)
300/5000 1.25 and 2mm pixel

MAKO (CSO 2015)
500 pixel, 350 or 850¹m 

A-MKID (APEX 2015-pres.); 
~20kpixel, 350 & 850¹m 

MUSIC: CSO 2012-2015
576 4-color pixels, 2mm-850¹m 
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Many near term projects and demonstrators. 
(Some are even funded.)

Golwala BB TiN
JPL TKIDs
BLAST TNG
E.U. SPACE-KIDs
GroundBird
LITEBird KIDs
uSpec
DESHIMA
X-Ray groups

BLAST TNG prototype, from Galitzki+14

DESHIMA devices, image from A. Endo
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Wisconsin & Goddard CMB KIDs:
TiN direct absorber for QUBIC

• At 100 mK, a 100 GHz KID pays a 10% 
penalty in NEP compared to a TES with a 
readout bias factor of 2.

Courtesy of A. Lowitz, A. 
Brown, V. Mikula, T. 
Stevenson,  P. Timbie, and 
E. Wollack
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Al-Ti bilayer 100 MHz kids from Grenoble

All figures from Catalano+15

Tc~900 mK,  F0~ 1.5 GHz, Qi~8*10^4



Antenna-coupled, lumped-element KIDs
 for dual-pol, multi-band CMB instruments.

7-pixel prototype antenna-
coupled Al LEKID array.

Shirokoff group at the University of Chicago

Dual pole twin slot antenna 
coupled to a LEKID



Chicago's CMB-KIDs program: 
Antenna-coupled, multi-band CMB pixels

Note: figure is not (even remotely) to scale.



Important things I didn't cover

1. Readout frequency effect on response (beta). See Zmuidzinas 2013.

2. Departures from BCS theory for disordered superconductors. See Bueno 2014.

3. Noise measurements in the presence of a non-ideal readout setup. Ask me for unpublshed 
whitepapers.

4. Cryogenic considerations, cold attenuation, etc. (good luck!)


